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5.1 Summary

In this paper we extend the dynamic mean-�eld density functional meth-
od, derived from generalized time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory, to
the mesoscopic dynamics of compressible polymer liquids. We discuss and
compare di�erent classes of compressibility models: exactly incompress-
ible, Helfand's harmonic penalty model and a cell model. We present
numerical results and show that the penalty model is a very practical
and easy-to-use solution. In the current nV T -ensemble dynamics algo-
rithms, application of the cell model leads to a variation of the pressure
and, depending on conditions, the system develops liquid-gas transitions.
We show that the morphology of a phase separated diblock copolymer
melt around a gas bubble has intruiging structures, with lamellar phases
oriented towards the gas-liquid interface.

5.2 Introduction

General

The dynamic mean-�eld density functional model provides a numerical
method for the simulation of coarse-grained morphology dynamics in
polymer liquids.28 The theory is a modi�cation of model B19,21 i.e. a
generalized time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory for conserved order
parameter.
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In Refs. 16{21 and references cited therein, one can �nd numerous
examples of computer simulations of time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau
models for two-component incompressible liquids with linear transport
coe�cients and fourth order phenomenological expansion models for the
free energy. In general, the goal of mesoscopic polymer modelling is to
obtain a theory of coarse-grained ordering phenomena in polymer liq-
uids, based on a molecular description. We use a free energy functional,
derived for a collection of Gaussian chains in a mean-�eld environment.
In this approach we try to retain as much as possible of the underly-
ing molecular detail, i.e. the architecture and composition of the chain
molecules are important parameters. To this end, we do not use an ex-
pansion of the free energy in the order parameters, as is commonly done in
Ginzburg-Landau models, but rather use a single-chain inverse density
functional description for intrinsic chemical potentials. Previously, we
studied the random term,22 the Gaussian chain density functional68 and
the relation with fourth order expansions.81 Some results of numerical
calculations of phase separation in incompressible block copolymer melts
and concentrated surfactant solutions were discussed in Refs. 28 and 82
respectively. Further studies of kinetic coe�cients and the relation with
microscopic force �eld models are in progress.

In this paper our main objective is to consider existing models for
the compressibility of polymer liquids and especially their application in
the mesoscopic dynamics algorithms. We discuss three models: exactly
incompressible, Helfand's harmonic penalty model and a cell model. In
the homogeneous equilibrium limit we �nd an equation of state similar,
but not identical, to the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij (FOV) theory.83

Equations of state for polymer liquids and their application to dynamic

density functional theory

A large number of equations of state are based on lattice models.84 The
Simha-Somcynski theory85{87 can be represented in terms of reduced pV T
parameters, which is convenient for parameter selection.88,89 The lattice-
uid model of Sanchez and Lacombe and modi�cations thereof90{92 ac-
curately predict liquid-vapor transitions but they do not seem suited for
the liquid state.93,94 A big disadvantage of all lattice models is that they
severely underestimate the pressure.95

The FOV equation of state83,96{98 is a cell model, fundamentally of
the van der Waals type, in which the cohesive interactions are indepen-
dent of the excluded volume interactions. It is widely used in polymer
applications.94,99 Since the most frequently used equations of state for
polymer liquids seem to be derived either from the FOV cell model or
lattice models, we propose to use a slightly modi�ed FOV cell model for
the numerical calculation of morphology dynamics in this paper.

A di�erent class of models is based on integral equation approaches.100

In the future the Polymer Reference Interaction Site Model101{103 may
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o�er an accurate `ab initio' calculation of compressibility e�ects in poly-
mer liquids. However, integral equation theories have inherent serious
inconsistencies in the pressure calculations.100 The numerical aspects are
also cumbersome; solving the complex integral equations together with
our dynamic equations does not seem possible at present. In contrast,
the simple modi�ed FOV compressibility model that we propose here, is
not computationally intensive and describes the most important physical
excluded volume e�ects reasonably accurate.

Finally, in the polymer engineering world a number of empirical equa-
tions of state are also used,104,105 e.g. that of Spencer and Gilmore106 (an
adapted van der Waals model) and the Tait equation (see e.g. Refs. 93 and
105). Empirical equations of state often yield very good approximations
of experimental pV T data.93 The disadvantage of empirical equations is
of course that it is di�cult to predict the parameters from physical mod-
els. The parameters involved in the cell model and Helfand's penalty
function can be derived from experimental data which makes the models
very well �t for numerical calculations.

We will show that in numerical applications it is sometimes more con-
venient to use a penalty function for high densities than the proposed cell
model. The penalty function combines the e�ects of cohesive interactions
(which favor clustering) and excluded volume interactions (which favor
homogeneity). A harmonic penalty for density uctuations about the
mean bulk density was used by Helfand107 and later by many others (see
e.g. Ref. 108).

The paper is organized as follows. We briey recall the dynamic
mean-�eld density functional method and discuss the connection with the
cell model and Helfand's harmonic penalty function. We show how the
various models a�ect the microphase separation dynamics and in addition
present results of numerical calculations of microphase separation in a
compressible diblock copolymer melt, using the penalty and cell model.
We compare the results with those obtained from an earlier simulation
of phase separation dynamics in an incompressible system with similar
composition.

5.3 Theory

General

We shortly repeat the main part of the theory of the mesoscopic dynam-
ics algorithms. For more details see Ref. 28. For simplicity, we focus
here on binary diblock copolymer melts. Extensions to multicomponent
copolymer mixtures are trivial. We consider a melt of volume V , con-
taining n Gaussian chains, each of length N = NA +NB. There are two
concentration �elds �A (r) and �B (r), two external potentials UA (r) and
UB (r) and two intrinsic chemical potentials �A (r) and �B (r).

Imagine that on a coarse-grained time scale, there is a certain collec-
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tive concentration �eld �I (r) of the beads of type I (A or B). A bead
is a statistical unit consisting of a uctuating string of (usually 5 to 15)
monomers.37,39 Given this concentration �eld a free energy functional
F [�] can be de�ned as follows:

F [�] = �
1

�
ln

�n

n!
�
X
I

Z
UI (r) �I (r) dr+ F nid[�]: (5.1)

Here � is the partition functional for the ideal Gaussian chains in the
external �eld UI , and F nid[�] is the contribution from the nonideal in-
teractions. The free energy functional is derived from an optimization
criterion28 which introduces the external potential as a Lagrange mul-
tiplier �eld. The external potentials and the concentration �elds are
related via a density functional for ideal Gaussian chains:

�I [U ](r) = n
NX

s0=1

�KIs0Trc ( � (r�Rs0)) : (5.2)

Here �KIs0 is a Kronecker delta function with value 1 if bead s0 is of type
I and 0 otherwise. The trace Trc is limited to the integration over the
coordinates of one chain

Trc (�) = N
Z
V N

(�)
NY
s=1

dRs; (5.3)

N is a normalization constant.  is the single-chain con�guration distri-
bution function

 =
1

�
e��[H

G+
PN

s=1
Us(Rs)]; (5.4)

where HG is the Gaussian chain Hamiltonian

�HG =
3

2a2

NX
s=2

(Rs �Rs�1)
2; (5.5)

with a the Gaussian bond length parameter. The density functional is
bijective; for every set of �elds fUIg there is exactly one set of �elds f�Ig.
Thus there exists a unique inverse density functional UI [�]. There is no
known closed analytical expression for the inverse density functional, but
for our purpose it is su�cient that the inverse functional can be calculated
e�ciently by numerical procedures.

We split the nonideal free energy functional formally into two parts

F nid[�] = F c[�] + F e[�]; (5.6)

where F e contains the excluded volume interactions, and F c the cohesive
interactions. The intrinsic chemical potentials �I are de�ned by the
functional derivatives of the free energy:

�I (r) �
�F

��I (r)
= �UI (r) +

�F c

��I (r)
+

�F e

��I (r)

= �UI (r) + �cI (r) + �eI (r) : (5.7)
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Here we have introduced the cohesive potential �cI (r) and the excluded
volume potential �eI . For the cohesive interactions we employ a two-body
mean-�eld potential:

F c[�] =
1

2

X
IJ

Z Z
�IJ(jr� r

0j)�I(r)�J(r
0)drdr0; (5.8)

�cI(r) �
�F c

��I
=
X
J

Z
V
�IJ(jr� r

0j)�J(r
0)dr0; (5.9)

where �IJ(jr� r
0j) = �JI(jr� r

0j) is a cohesive interaction between beads
of type I at r and J at r0, de�ned by the same Gaussian kernel as in the
ideal Gaussian chain Hamiltonian

�IJ(jr� r
0j) � �0IJ

�
3

2�a2

� 3
2

e�
3

2a2
(r�r0)2 : (5.10)

Existing (compressibility) models that account for excluded volume in-
teractions will be discussed in the next sections. In equilibrium �I (r) is
constant; this yields the familiar self consistent �eld equations for Gaus-
sian chains, given a proper choice for F nid. When the system is not in
equilibrium the gradient of the intrinsic chemical potential �r�I acts
as a thermodynamic force which drives collective relaxation processes.
When the Onsager coe�cients are local the stochastic di�usion equa-
tions are of the following form

@�I
@t

= �r � JI ; (5.11)

JI = �Mr�I + eJI ; (5.12)

where M is a mobility coe�cient and eJI is a noise �eld, distributed
according to a uctuation-dissipation theorem.22 Nonlocal forms for the
Onsager coe�cients will be discussed in a future publication.

Incompressible systems

In Ref. 28, we discussed incompressible systems. In this special limit
there is an additional dynamic constraint which conserves the total space
packing in every point in space at all times:27X

I

r � �IJI = 0: (5.13)

Here, �I is the molecular volume of bead I. Now the intrinsic chemical
potential is given by �I = �UI + �cI + �, where the Lagrange multiplier
�eld � replaces �eI . Combining (5.12) and (5.13), and leaving out the
noise we obtain

r� = �
1P
I �I

X
I

�Ir[�UI + �cI ]: (5.14)
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This result is most easily obtained if constraint (5.13) is applied in Fourier
space. Reinsertion of the expression for r� in (5.11), shows that the dy-
namics is governed by exchange thermodynamic forces only. In a binary
mixture the forces are of the form

�r(�A � �B) = �r(�UA + UB + �cA � �cB): (5.15)

The cohesive interaction parameters enter the dynamic equations through
the exchange parameter �:

� �
�

2

h
��1
B �0AB + ��1

A �0BA � ��1
A �0AA � ��1

B �0BB
i
: (5.16)

It must be realized that in this limit the e�ective contribution from ex-
cluded volume interactions is a purely mathematical arti�ce. The con-
straining �eld � is obtained from a dynamic constraint, and not from an
underlying microscopic interaction model.

A simple cell model

We make the following simplifying assumptions: (i) cohesive and ex-
cluded volume interactions are local and independent and (ii) do not
depend on chain length. Assumption (i) is the standard van der Waals
approximation. The assumptions are (very) crude in the light of modern
molecular theory,100 but we believe that for engineering purposes they
are su�cient. The derivation of the free energy is straightforward. There
is however a subtle e�ect which deserves special attention. In our free
energy functional for the Gaussian chains there is already an ideal gas
contribution included, via the partition functional for the ideal chains in
the external �eld. In the van der Waals approximation we use here, the
excluded volume e�ect can be cast in a correction factor C, such that
Qliquid = CQgas, where Q is the number of accessible states in an ideal
liquid (Qliquid) and the ideal gaseous state (Qgas) respectively. Hence,
the free energy for the excluded volume interactions is the excess free
energy of the liquid over the gas, with �F e = � lnC = �m ln c, where
m is the total number of beads and c is the correction factor or insertion
probability for each bead separately. Here, we have made explicit use
of assumption (ii). Extending this de�nition to inhomogeneous liquids,
and assuming that the insertion probability does not depend on concen-
tration gradients (making a �rst order approximation), we �nd the free
energy functional:

F e [�] = �
1

�

X
I

Z
V
�I (r) ln c(r)dr: (5.17)

The insertion probability is interpreted as the e�ective fraction of free
space. The lower the fraction of free space, the lower the insertion prob-
ability and the higher the excess free energy. In principle we could use
here any of the excess free energy functions that have been proposed for
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liquids.100 As we argued in the introduction, the (modi�ed) cell model
(of van der Waals type) is most widely used in polymer applications, it is
not computationally demanding and of reasonable accuracy. The simple
Carnahan-Starling equation is based on an integral equation approach
and of very high accuracy in the entire phase diagram. Therefore, we
only consider the following three simple models here:

c =

8>>><>>>:
1� f van der Waals�
1� f

1
3

�3
Cell Model

e
�
f(4�3f)

(1�f)2 Carnahan-Starling

: (5.18)

The corresponding excluded volume potentials are

��eI � �
�F e

��I

=

8>>><>>>:
� ln(1� f) + fI

1�f
van der Waals

� ln
�
1� f

1
3

�3
+ fI

f
2
3�f

Cell Model

f(4�3f)
(1�f)2

+ fI
2(2�f)
(1�f)3

Carnahan-Starling

: (5.19)

The concentration variables are de�ned by

�I � �I�I ; (5.20)

f �
X
I

�I ; (5.21)

fI � �I
X
J

�J =
X
J

�I
�J
�J : (5.22)

Here �I is a relative concentration and f is the total packing fraction.
There are a two interesting limiting behaviours:
1. In Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 we plotted ��eI and the insertion probability

c against f for the three packing models. We have set �I = �. Near
f = 1 ��eI diverges, and the insertion probability drops to zero (ln c !
�1), because it is impossible to �ll space over 100 %. In the range
of typical values of f in liquid mixtures (f � 0:4 � 0:7), �cI is about
10-30 kT, and the insertion probability is already very small (in the cell
model and Carnahan-Starling model). The excluded volume e�ect is
thus very strong, in fact about as strong as the opposing cohesive energy
interactions.104

From Fig. 5.2 it follows that the packing penalty in the van der Waals
model is much too low, while in the liquid range the cell model behaves
similar to the Carnahan-Starling model. The best choice for the excluded
volume potential in hard sphere liquids is the Carnahan-Starling equa-
tion,100 but we believe that for polymer liquids this choice gives a false
impression of accuracy. We must remember that in the Gaussian chain
model a single bead, or statistical unit, represents a uctuating string of
monomers, and these strings probably have a lower packing penalty than
individual hard spheres. We will therefore concentrate on the cell model
in the dynamic simulations.
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Figure 5.1 ��eI as a function of the packing faction f with �I = � for the van der
Waals model ( ), the cell model ( ) and the Carnahan-Starling
model ( ).

2. In a homogeneous equilibrium system the external potential U is
zero by de�nition, therefore �[U = 0] = �0 = V=�3, �I [U = 0] = �0I =
nNI=V and the free energy functional is given by:

F [U = 0] = F0 = �
1

�
ln

V n

�3n!

�
nN

�
ln c0 +

1

2

X
IJ

�0IJnNI�0J : (5.23)

The equation of state is given by

p0 � �

 
@F0

@V

!
T

= pid0 + pe0 + pc0; (5.24)

with separate contributions from the entropy of the ideal gas of chain
molecules �pid0 = n=V , the cohesive interactions pc0 = 1

2

P
IJ �

0
IJ�0I�0J ,

and the excluded volume interactions. For the cell model we have

�pe0 =
f

1
3
0�

1� f
1
3
0

�X
I

�0I : (5.25)
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Figure 5.2 ln c as a function of the packing faction f with �I = � for the van der
Waals model ( ), the cell model ( ) and the Carnahan-Starling
model ( ).

Thus, the pressure of the homogeneous system does not depend on the
sequence of the beads. If we set �I = �, as above, then f0 = �

P
I �0I =

�nN=V and the equation of state simpli�es to

��p0 =
1

N
f0 +

f
4
3
0�

1� f
1
3
0

� + ��pc0: (5.26)

This equation of state is almost identical to the equation obtained from
the FOV model:83

��pFOV =
f0�

1� f
1
3
0

� + ��pc0: (5.27)

The di�erence with the FOV model can be explained as follows. By
de�nition, the excluded volume free energy is an excess free energy. Since
in our approach we take the excess of ideal chain liquid over ideal chain
gas, the equation of state correctly reduces to the ideal gas equation for
low concentration of chains, �p = n=V . In the FOV model the excess
is erroneously taken with respect to a gas of free beads, and for low
concentration of chains �p = nN=V . This is the ideal gas law for a
system in which all beads would be disconnected, which is of course not
correct. For practical purposes the di�erence between the two models is
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small however; in the ideal case (�0IJ = 0) the maximal relative di�erence

of (p0=pFOV � 1) = f
1
3
0 � 1 is found for N =1: This amounts to ca. 16%

for a typical liquid packing fraction of f0 = 0:6.
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Figure 5.3 ��p0 as a function of the packing faction f0 for the van der Waals
model ( ), the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij model ( ), the cell model (

) and the Carnahan-Starling model ( ).

For comparison we have plotted the pressure of the homogeneous
liquid according to the van der Waals model, cell model, FOV model and
Carnahan-Starling model in Fig. 5.3, using �I = �, N !1 and �0IJ = 0:

��p0 =

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

f0
(1�f0)

van der Waals
f0�

1�f
1
3
0

� Flory-Orwoll-Vrij

f
4
3
0�

1�f
1
3
0

� Cell Model

f0(1+f0+f
2
0�f

3
0 )

(1�f0)3
Carnahan-Starling

: (5.28)

As can be concluded from Fig. 5.3 the FOV model and the cell model
di�er little, while the Carnahan-Starling model predicts a substantial
larger pressure. We argued already that the Carnahan-Starling model is
probably not applicable to polymer liquids.
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Helfand's penalty function

The application of the cell model in the current algorithms for the dy-
namic simulation leads to a special problem. Each system possesses an
optimum equilibrium space packing in which it will try to settle locally
during the simulations. Due to the conservative set of equations, the
total amount of material is preserved. Since the volume is constant, the
mesoscopic dynamics model simulates an nV T -ensemble, in which the
pressure varies. Hence, if the initial volume fraction is chosen too low
the system develops a liquid-gas phase transition, with gas bubbles and
condensed phases dispersed throughout the system (Fig. 5.9c). In an
npT -ensemble, the system volume will adjust to compensate for changes
in pressure.

We could add a pressure coupling to the dynamics algorithms, simi-
lar to the pressure coupling algorithms developed for molecular dynamics
simulations, but this will increase the complexity of the algorithms and
will be postponed to a future publication. Here, we consider as an alter-
native a very simple but practical solution, which resolves the problem
albeit at the cost of further approximations. The idea is originally from
Helfand.107 The ansatz is that in a liquid mixture the density uctua-
tions are small and harmonic, so that for the purpose of calculating phase
separation the bare cohesive energy interactions �IJ may e�ectively be
replaced by exchange interactions ��IJ (with ��II = 0 and ��IJ 6=I � 0).
The Helfand free energy is similar to:

F nid[�] = F c;ex[�] +
�H
2

Z
(
X
I

�I�I �
X
I

�I�0I)
2dr; (5.29)

where �H is a compressibility parameter. F c;ex is the free energy re-
sulting from the cohesive interactions, which now contains the exchange
parameters only. The intrinsic chemical potential is now given by

�I (r) = �UI (r) +
X
J

Z
V
��IJ (jr� r

0j) �J (r
0) dr0

+�H�I
X
J

�J�J (r) ; (5.30)

where we have omitted an unimportant constant term
P

J �J�0J . In gen-
eral, a penalty function will allow small density uctuations around the
mean bulk density. In this approach, �H is a global constant, independent
of composition, that can be related to experimental values of isothermal
compressibility.108 If the compressibility of the pure components is very
di�erent, e�ective composition-dependent �H have to be introduced.
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5.4 Comparison of dynamic behaviour

Analytical results

The three dynamic models for the excluded volume e�ects (incompress-
ible, cell model and Helfand penalty) each involve the integration of
highly coupled nonlinear equations. It is therefore not easy to see how
the various approximations a�ect the dynamic behaviour. However, it
is illustrative to compare the consequences of the three models for the
stability of the packing fraction �eld f . Suppose that in the block copoly-
mer melt the molecular volumes of the two species are the same. We re-
place the interaction kernels �IJ (jr� r

0j) by delta functions �0IJ� (r� r
0)

(local interactions only). Furthermore, we assume that the cohesive en-
ergy parameters for the individual components are also the same, with
��0AA�

�1 = ��0BB�
�1 = �, and a weak di�erence between A and B

��0AB�
�1 = ��0BA�

�1 = � + �. Typically, � is between �10 and �50,
while � � O(1). We de�ne the local order parameter by

� � �A � �B:

The dynamic Eqs. (5.11) for each of the two components A and B can

�0:2 0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1

100

200

300

400
�CM

f0

Figure 5.4 �CM as a function of f0 for � = �10 ( ), � = �30 (
) and � = �50 ( ).

be rewritten to a dynamic equation for � and a dynamic equation for
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f . In Fourier space the equations are as follows (neglecting the noise in
order to simplify the analysis):

@�q
@t

= �Dq2[�Uq � ��q]; (5.31)

@fq
@t

=

8><>:
0 Incompressible
�Dq2[

P
Uq + (2�0H + �)fq] Penalty

�Dq2[
P
Uq +

P
�cq +

P
�eq] Cell Model

;(5.32)

with D = M�=�, �Uq = ��(UAq � UBq),
P
Uq = ��(UAq + UBq),P

�iq = �(�iAq + �iBq) and �
0
H = ���H . In all three models, the driving

force for microphase separation is generated by �U � ��q. In Helfand's
penalty model the packing fraction f may change, depending on the
parameters. In a typical situation

P
U � O(1=N), so that the penalty

function in the evolution equation for f dominates, provided �0H � 1. In
this case the total packing fraction has an ideal di�usive behaviour 

@fq
@t

!
Penalty

� �q22�0HDfq; (5.33)

and hence any inhomogeneity in the total packing fraction, whether neg-
ative or positive, will di�use rapidly back to a homogenous packing state
with di�usion constant 2�0HD.

In the cell model this is slightly more complicated. The time evo-
lution for the order parameter in the cell model is the same as in the
penalty and incompressible models. However, in this case packing inho-
mogeneities can arise spontaneously, as we already remarked earlier. For
small deviations from homogeneity we can approximateX

�eq +
X

�cq = (2�CM + �)fq; (5.34)

�CM = � +
4� 3f

1
3
0

3
�
�1 + f

1
3
0

�2

f
2
3
0

: (5.35)

In Fig. 5.4 �CM is plotted against f0 for various values of the cohesive
interaction parameter �.

Clearly, if the initial packing fraction is low and/or the cohesive energy
parameter is strongly negative, �CM is negative and this implies that
an inhomogeneity in the total packing fraction will grow spontaneously
(depending on the precise value for

P
Uq � 1=N). The system then

develops regions with low and high density condensed phases. If �CM is
weakly positive a phase transition is still possible, leading to nucleation
phenomena in the binodal regime (see e.g. Fig. 5.9a). If we select the
conditions such that �CM � 1 the cell model reduces to a penalty model
with nonconstant but positive penalty coe�cient.

Notice that in the above analysis we have assumed an nV T -ensemble,
and thus the pressure is allowed to vary. When the pressure is kept con-
stant, the microphase separation dynamics in the cell model can be con-
siderably di�erent from the penalty or incompressible model. A precise
analysis of the stability conditions in the cell model including pressure
e�ects is quite involved and will be postponed to a future publication.
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Figure 5.5 Time evolution of volume-averaged order parameter w as a function
of � in an A8B8 block copolymer melt for the incompressible model ( )
and the Helfand penalty model with �

0

H = 10 ( ). The quench from
� = 0 to � = 1 is at � = 50.

Numerical results

We performed a number of numerical simulations, using the various ex-
cluded volume interaction models. To make a comparison with previous
simulation results,28 we have used the same linear mobility coe�cient
(which di�ers from the approximation in (5.11)) JI = �M�Ir�I + eJI ,
and studied the microphase separation dynamics in an A8B8 copolymer
melt. The initial system is always homogeneous. Numerically, after dis-
cretizing the dynamic equations on a grid (cf. Eq. (5.11)), we have the
following Crank-Nicolson equations for each component I:

�k+1
Ir � !��zk+1

Ir = �kIr + (1� !)��zkIr + �kIr: (5.36)

Here, �kIr is the noise which is distributed according to a uctuation-
dissipation theorem.22 Notice that the noise is applied at every time
step. zkr denotes the discretized di�usion part at time level k and (cubic)
grid position r:

zr =
X
�

X
q

d� [D��ID�]rq ��Iq: (5.37)

D� is the discretized di�usion operator in grid direction � and �Iq is
evaluated at grid position q. ! is the Crank-Nicolson parameter and ��
is a scaled time step. The Crank-Nicolson equations are solved iteratively
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Figure 5.6 Morphology of an A8B8 block copolymer melt at � = 1500 according
to the penalty model with �

0

H = 10. The melt was quenched at � = 50 from
� = 0 to � = 1. (a) �, values range from -0.94 to 0.94 (black to white). (b) f ,
values range from 0.96 to 1.04 (black to white).

at every time step using a steepest descent method. We de�ne an average
measure of the order in the system by

w �
1

V

Z
V
(�2A + �2B)dr =

1

2V

Z
V
(f 2 + �2)dr; (5.38)

w captures the e�ects of a change in order due to microphase separation
and/or total density uctuations.

In Fig. 5.5 we plotted the time evolution of w in a simulation using
the incompressible model (all parameters as in Ref. 28) and Helfand's
penalty model (�0H = 10). The phase separation was initiated with a
quench from � = 0 to � = 1:0 at � = 50. Fig. 5.5 clearly shows that
the models have the same dynamic performance (the penalty model was
followed over a longer period of time for stability tests). Notice that in
the incompressible model, the numerical errors e�ectively allow density
uctuations of the same order as in the penalty model. In the interfacial
regions the packing fraction has a dip of a few per cent (illustrated in
Fig. 5.6), which was absent in the incompressible model simulations. The
depth of the dip strongly depends on the compressibility parameter; the
larger �H , the smaller the dip.

More interesting e�ects are observed in simulations using the cell
model. In Fig. 5.7 the time evolution of the average order parameter
is plotted for three di�erent simulations. In the three cases ��0IJ�

�1 =
�20:0 initially. In simulations A and B the interactions are quenched
to ��0AB�

�1 = ��0BA�
�1 = �18:57 and ��0AB�

�1 = ��0BA�
�1 = �18:0

respectively at � = 50. The initial volume fractions are f0 = 0:7 (A)
and f0 = 0:5 (B and C). The quenched interaction values correspond to
��0B = 0:5 e�ectively, as in the incompressible system. In simulation C
the system is not quenched.

Fig. 5.7 clearly shows a fast increase of the order parameter after
the quench at � = 50 for simulations A and B; a sign of microphase
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Figure 5.7 Time evolution of volume-averaged order parameter w as a function
of � in an A8B8 block copolymer melt for the cell model at di�erent volume
fractions. (A) f = 0:7 ( ) quenched at � = 50, (B) f = 0:5 (
) quenched at � = 50 and (C) f = 0:5 ( ) not quenched.

separation. In case B the order parameter does not increase smoothly;
the inection points correspond to gas bubble nucleation. The increase
of the order parameter in case C is not due to microphase separation, but
is a result of gas bubble development in the binodal regime (�CM = 0:13
(see Eq. (5.35)) in both simulations B and C), due to the excluded volume
e�ects at low packing fraction.

Figs. 5.8 to 5.10 are illustrations of the di�erent morphologies at � =
1500 for the three simulations. Because the system can not adapt its
volume to pressure changes, gas bubbles develop if the initial packing
fraction is too low (Figs. 5.9a and 5.10a). Figs. 5.8b and 5.9b show
the packing fraction at � = 1500 for the three simulations. In comparing
Figs. a and b we see that the black regions in Figs. 5.8b and 5.9b indicate
density dips at domain interfaces. The interface e�ects are much less
in the cell model simulations than in the penalty model simulations.
Notice that the e�ective �CM = 25:0 and is hence much higher in the cell
model simulations than in the penalty model simulations. The maximum
packing fraction is increased with respect to the initial packing fraction
in simulations B and C because of the nucleation phenomena.

From Figs. 5.9a, 5.9c and 5.11 we conclude that the microphase sepa-
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Figure 5.8 [Illustration of simulation A.] Morphology of anA8B8 block copolymer
melt at � = 1500 according to the cell model. Interaction parameters are explained
in the text. The melt was quenched at � = 50 from � = 0 to � = 1. (a) �,
values range from -0.65 to 0.69 (black to white). (b) f , values range from 0.66
to 0.76 (black to white).

rated domains have an orientation towards the gas-liquid interface, rather
than an adjacent or parallel orientation. We will further investigate this
orientation in future simulations.

5.5 Conclusion

In this paper we have examined the e�ects of di�erent compressibility
models on numerical simulations of copolymer melts using the dynamic
mean-�eld density functional method. Our results clearly show that a
cell model (a modi�cation of the FOV model) can be used, which exhibits
physical excluded volume e�ects (density dips at domain interfaces). The
usage of the cell model also causes gas bubble nucleation at low initial
packing fractions in nV T -simulations. This e�ect will not be present
in npT -simulations, where the system will adapt its volume to pressure
changes. The resulting morphologies show intruiging structures, with
lamellar phases oriented towards the gas-liquid interface. The interface
e�ects are even more clear if the phenomenological penalty model is used,
which is mathematically and numerically very simple and shows no gas-
liquid transitions.
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Figure 5.9 [Illustration of simulation B.] Morphology of anA8B8 block copolymer
melt at � = 1500 according to the cell model. Interaction parameters are explained
in the text. The melt was quenched at � = 50 from � = 0 to � = 1. (a) �,
values range from -0.62 to 0.62 (black to white). (b) f , values range from 0.0
to 0.66 (black to white). (c) Isosurface representation of UA + UB = 0, values
range from -0.61 to 1.54.
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Figure 5.10 [Illustration of simulation C.] Morphology of an A8B8 block
copolymer melt at � = 1500 according to the cell model. Interaction parameters
are explained in the text. The melt was not quenched, the excluded volume
e�ects cause gas bubble nucleation. (a) �, values range from -0.06 to 0.06 (black
to white). (b) f , values range from 0.0 to 0.65 (black to white).

Figure 5.11 Isosurface representation of f = 0:6 at � = 1500 in simulation B.
(See Fig. 5.9a for parameters.) The gas bubbles are clearly visible.
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